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Abstract:- The main functionality of Cloud is to provide multiple resources to the users. Storing the data in the Cloud one of the 

major advantage. The hacker or the Bot master will try to access or try to gain information of the data which is stored in the 

Cloud, by sending multiple requests to the system. When the number of request exceeds the servers limit, the server will not be able 

to process the incoming request and the server may crash. The main aim of the paper is to create a framework for Cloud resilience 

system, which have the ability to provide the service for the clients even when the system is flooded with multiple request. When the 

incoming request exceeds the limit then the server will not be able to process the request and may crash. In order to prevent the 

server from crashing, a Stealthy DDos Detection Mechanism has been introduced. In this mechanism, the server monitors the 

number of incoming request given by each individual user. The server is initially given a limited amount of capacity to process the 

request of a single IP address. When the server load increases it checks all the request given by each user, if the request given by an 

individual user exceeds the servers limit then all the request from that particular IP address is blocked and all the services which 

are provided to that IP address is also denied.  
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I. INTRODUCTION    

 

In Cloud computing the Denial of Service (DoS) 

attack is an attempt to make the system resource or service 

unavailable for the intended users. The service is made 

unavailable by flooding the target system with enormous 

request so that the system is overloaded with traffic and 

prevents the legitimate user‟s request from not being 

fulfilled. The Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack 

has become the major threat to computer networks. In 

DDoS attack, it requires multiple systems to attack the 

targeted system. The multiple systems are infected by 

Torjan which are called as botnets. These bots are 

programmed in such that they execute the command that 

has been given by the Botmaster or the attacker and run 

those command autonomously without the knowledge of 

the user. The major advantage of the attackers using the 

DDoS attack mechanism is that it has multiple system to 

generate traffic on the target system than using a single 

system machine.      

 
 

II. METHODOLOGY FOR RESILENCE SYSTEM 

  

The cloud resilience system, works in making the 

system function normally even after it has been distrupted. 

The process of the resilience system involves the method 

of defending, detecting, restoring and recovering. The 

system should be built in such a way that whenever a 

intruders tries to attack the system, the system should be 

able to overcome the attack. Once the attack has been 

initiated in the system, it should be able to detect the type 

of attack which has affected the system by the intruders. 

After detecting the malware, the system should restore the 

system and must overcome the malware. 
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III. CLOUD SERVER 

 

The Cloud server holds a large amount of 

resources or services, the services may include image 

service, video service or a software service which depends 

on the request of individual users. The Cloud server 

enables the user to upload and download these services. 

When an individual is requesting for an image service, it 

will enable the user to view the image or to download the 

image from the Cloud server. When the request is for a 

video service, it will enable the user to view the video or to 

download the video from the Cloud server. When the 

request is for a particular software, then the software can 

be downloaded from the Cloud server. 

 

IV. BOTMASTER APPLICATION 

 

The Botnet is a number of interconnected network 

of computers that are affected with spyware without the 

knowledge of the user. These Botnets run autonomously on 

the targeted system and are controlled by the Botmaster, 

who initiate the command to each Botnets. The topology of 

Botnet is more resilient to shutdown, enumeration or 

discovery. Whenever the attacker calls the Botmaster the 

bots are created. The attacker waits until he gains enough 

bots under his control. Once the attacker gains the control 

of various bots, he starts to give command to the bots and 

these bots mindlessly executes the commands which are 

given to them. The DDoS detection mechanism is used to 

monitor the number of request given by each by each 

individual user. When the large number of request is from 

a single IP address for a particular time is considered to be 

the DDoS attack and the request from that particular IP 

address is blocked by the server. 

 

V. SIPDAS ATTACK ALGORITHM 

 

SIPDAS (Slowly Increasing Polymorphic DDoS 

Attack Strategy) algorithm is implemented by the attacker 

to perform the Stealthy DDoS attack.  The term 

polymorphic represents the polymorphic attack, which 

change the message sequence at each mutation. Using 

SIPDAS, Botmaster performs attack to the Cloud through 

the bots. These bots will slow down the process of the 

Cloud, when this process increases the performance of the 

Cloud decreases and hence the server will not be able to 

respond to any client‟s request. In Stealthy SIPDAS 

Detection mechanism, the server maintains the record of 

the request given by every user. If the server load increases 

it checks each individual request of every user, if the 

request given by the user exceeds the server limit, the 

particular user IP address is blocked and the service is 

denied to that user.  

 

 

VI. PARAMETER 

 Integer CR I0 {Initial attack intensity] 

 Intensity (Interval between each submit)  {Attack 

intensity increment} 

 Threshold  NT(DOS attack threshold) 

 Attack increment  I 

 Total Time (Total time the attack goes on) T 

{Burst period} 

 

ALGORITHM 

1. Repeat  

2. t  0; 

3. while t<=T do   

4. nT pick Random Tags (Threshold); compute Inter 

arrival Time(CR,nT); 

5. tI  compute Inter arrival Time(CR,nT); 

6. send Message(nT,tI);   

7. t  t+tI; 

8. end while 

9. if !(attack Successful) then  

10. CR  (CR +attack Increment); {Attack 

intensification}  

11. else  

12. while !(attack detected) and attack Successful do  

13.{Service degradation achieved; attack intensity is fixed}   

14. nT  pick Random Tags(tagThresold); 

15. Ti  compute Inter arrival Time(CR;nT); 

16. send Message(nT;tI); 

17. end while  

18. end if  

19. tIM(CR)=compute Inter arrival Time(CR;NT);  

20. tIm(CR) = compute Inter arrival Time(CR;1);  

21. until (2/(tIM-tIm) < rate Threshold) and ! (attack 

detected)  

22. if attack detected then  

23. {Notify to the Master that the attack has been detected}  

24. print “Attack detected”; 

25. else  

 
VII. TIME BASED DETECTION 

 

The time based detection algorithm will help to 

detect the malware in the cloud system. The malware is 

detected by recording the number of request given by the 
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each user for a limited time. The time limit is fixed 

depending on the server capacity. Let us consider that, for 

a particular time„t‟ the number of request from a single IP 

address should not exceed the threshold value. 

 

ALGORITHM 

Get the request from the user 

 Set the threshold value based on the request 

If req > threshold value then 

 Block the IP 

End 

 

VIII. HEAP SPACE MONITORING 

  

Each user is allocated with the memory space based 

on their IP address. The entire request given by each user 

are stored in their memory. When the space in their 

memory gets filled, then the request from that particular IP 

address is blocked. Inoder to maintain the servers 

performance. Once the request are prossessed and the 

memory space is free, then the request from that IP address 

is resumed. 

 

 

IX. CONCLUSION: 

  

In the internet, there are huge number of attackers, who 

implement the DDoS attack on the system, which causes a 

serious threat to internet and web applications. The main 

aim of this paper is to avoid the server crash that is 

preventing the system resources being unavailable. The 

Slowly Increasing Polymorphic DDoS attack is detected 

using Heap Space Monitoring.  
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